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Happy New Year from myself and
the Team at Kingspan Klargester
and welcome to our first issue of
Insight in 2021.
Whilst news of further restrictions
across the country, was not how we
had all hoped to start the new year,
we, like everyone else, remain hopeful that an end may be in sight. It
goes without saying that, the safety
of our employees across our business

and that of our customers remain
our top priority.

ester, through these regular issues of
our monthly e-newsletter.

Throughout this period, we will
continue to meet your requirements
from handling enquiries and processing orders, through to manufacture
and delivery to site, complying with
relevant Covid protocols in doing so.
We will also do our best to keep you
informed of news and product
developments from Kingspan Klarg-

I sincerely hope that myself and
the Commercial Team can get
back to meeting with you all
face-to-face very soon,
but in the meantime,
stay safe, healthy and
enjoy the read.
Dave Vincent

Channel 4’s Sarah Beeny’s
New Life In The Country
demonstrates best-practice
wastewater management
for off-mains properties
The importance of correctly managing wastewater in an off-grid
development is to be highlighted
in Channel 4’s Sarah Beeny’s New
Life In The Country programme.
The programme follows property expert Sarah, her husband
Graham Swift and their four sons
as they build a new home on
a former dairy farm in Somerset, surrounded by 220 acres of
farmland.
Like thousands of other UK rural
properties, their new building plot
is not connected to a mains sewer.
To ensure that waste from the
kitchen sink, washing machine,
bathroom and WCs was correctly
disposed of, Sarah’s team contacted Kingspan Klargester to set
up a site review to establish the
best drainage system to serve the
family’s new home.
Kingspan Klargester has more
than 70 years’ experience in
drainage management and the
company employs a nationwide
team of off-mains engineers to
support its market-leading range
of Klargester private drainage
solutions. It adds up to a best-inclass support package for homeowners that have to manage their
wastewater within the boundaries
of their properties.

An old, failing, septic tank that
had served the occupants of
the original farmhouse but was
now clearly redundant gave an
early indication of the site’s likely
requirements.
Chris Yeates, Kingspan Klargester’s
Southern Commercial Manager conducted a site visit. He
explains: “We established fairly
quickly that this site would not
support a septic tank.
“Septic tanks only allow the
settlement of solids; most of the
work of cleaning the wastewater
of its pollutants and removing
any remaining suspended solids is
done by its drainage field. However, this cleansing process can only
happen if the ground conditions
allow the waste effluent to be
filtered as it seeps downwards
through the soil. That cannot
happen if the drainage field is
based on a clay substrate and/or
the water table is less than a metre from the surface. In this case,
we were faced with both clay soil
and a high water table.
“We advised the family to install a
sewage treatment plant – in this
case a Klargester BC BioDisc. A
sewage treatment plant is highly
effective at treating wastewater,
removing up to 95 percent of
pollutants before discharging the
effluent into a drainage field to
finalise the process.”

The team also found the ideal location for the treatment plant, 20
metres from the house and close
to a stream.
Chris continues: “It’s important
to say that a septic tank cannot
legally discharge into a flowing
water course because the effluent
is too polluting. But a sewage
treatment plant is permitted to
do so because the effluent is very
clean.”
Klargester Accredited Installer
Mark Ward from Ward Environmental Services was contracted
to project manage the installation
in line with Environment Agency
requirements. He applied for
permission to put in a treatment
plant and this was granted under
the General Binding Rules.
Mark explains: “The family wanted
a solution that met all the current
regulations and therefore would
have a minimal impact on the
environment. Private drainage solutions have to deal with
complex waste that may include
cleaning products, residue from
cooking, as well as human waste.
They can be highly polluting if they
are incorrectly specified and not
looked after, so for this reason
they should never be considered as
‘flush and forget’ installation.”

Chris also made certain that the
treatment plant was sized in
accordance with the needs of the
household. He advises: “Sizing a
treatment plant correctly is vital
to its future effectiveness. You
must consider the numbers of
individuals who will be creating
the waste, and the loading that
will be placed upon it. An offmains drainage system which is
too small, for example, will quickly
become overwhelmed.
“The family’s drainage now meets
all the requirements of the General Binding Rules which govern
off-mains drainage in England
and, finally, there is a service plan
in place for annual maintenance,
all of which will be logged as part
of an on-going asset register.”
The treatment plant and its pipework were installed in late 2020.

Launching this month…
Kingspan Klargester’s
AquaCore SuDS range.
Ask our team for details on klargester@kingspan.com

Helping to make 2021 a little brighter
As 2020 was particularly challenging for everyone
we celebrated Christmas a little differently to help
make 2021 a little brighter for some of our most
vulnerable in society.

Supporting
the fight
against
Covid
Meet
Will
Hadler

In place of festive parties this year, the company decided to
make a Christmas donation to a charity of choice for each
site. You can see the chosen charities below. We hope that
this will go some way to helping those who need it most.

It’s always amazing to see the
vast array of applications for
which the Klargester Product
Range is required and supporting the fight against Covid is
new to the list.
Kingspan Klargester recently
supplied a 22,000 litre cesspool
to a Covid vaccination site in
Worcestershire.

New Year, New Start.
Welcome to Will Hadler, our new Area
Sales Manager, covering the South East of
England, who joined at the start of January. We caught up with Will who said …
“I’m really excited to join Klargester and
dive into a new challenge. My background
is in the commercial sector having previously worked in internal housing projects
working closely with builders merchants
and contractors. I have also been involved with the specification of pervious
products working with architects and
consultants. The waste and surface water

In addition, we also supplied a
Klargester vertical commercial
pumping station to pump foul
waste from a Covid testing
research station in Northern
Ireland. In both cases, a fast
production turnaround and
delivery was required to ensure
no delay in helping these sites
to be ready on schedule.

industry is very new to me, but I’m looking
forward to learning more and to try and
think of creative ways to approach this
role given the current circumstances.
Outside of work I’m a keen football player
and Arsenal supporter. When we are able
to, I enjoy visiting new places, travelling and going to the gym, though that
doesn’t mean I’m not happy bingeing a
series on the sofa. I’m lucky enough to live
by the coast so in the summer you’ll find
me by the beach with a beverage in hand.
Covering the South East Region, I look
forward to speaking and meeting with
you in the very near future.”

01296 633 033 | klargester@kingspan.com | kingspan.co.uk/klargester
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STEPHEN MURPHY
Commercial Manager
GB North and Ireland
T 07876 878 362
E stephen.murphy@kingspan.com
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MICHAEL MANSFIELD
Area Sales Manager
T 07710 840 373
E michael.mansfield@kingspan.com
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PAUL HOWE
Area Sales Manager
T 07919 112 516
E paul.howe@kingspan.com
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RONAN FREEMAN
T 00353 (0)87 993 0558
E ronan.freeman@kingspan.com
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Kingspan Klargester Regional Contact Details
UK Tel: 01296 633 000 | Email: klargester@kingspan.com
NI Tel: 028 3026 6799 | Email: Klargester-ie@kingspan. com
ROI Tel: +353 818 544 500 | Email: klargester-ie@kingspan.com
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Dave Vincent (Commercial Director GB, Ireland, MEA & US)
Email: Dave.Vincent@kingspan.com | Tel: 01296 633183
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Area Sales Manager
T 07795 503 851
DAE tom.heard@kingspan.com
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WILL HADLER
Area Sales Manager
T 07919 112 450
E will.hadler@kingspan.com
JON CROOK
Area Sales Manager
T 07880 400 225
E jon.crook@kingspan.com
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PASCHAL TROY
T 00353 (0) 87 125 9395
E paschal.troy@kingspan.com
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STEPHEN EVANS
Area Sales Manager
T 07795 503 074
E stephen.evans@kingspan.com
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CHRIS YEATES
Commercial Manager | GB South
T 07384 240 201
E chris.yeates@kingspan.com
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MORRISON GRAY
Area Sales Manager
T 07795 503 625
E morrison.gray@kingspan.com
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LES CLARK
Area Sales Manager
T 07771 854 357
E les.clark@kingspan.com
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SCOTT SPENCE
Area Sales Manager
T 07825 552 036
E scott.spence@kingspan.com
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